Bring Screen Sanity's highly acclaimed program to your school or organization with the Parent Night Kit.

**featuring:**

- Expert-led videos that cover today's top screen-related challenges, relevant for parents of preschoolers to middle schoolers.
- An easy-to-navigate, downloadable presentation — ideal for 60- to 90-minute events.
- A comprehensive Host Guide.
- Promotional materials and sample messaging to support communication efforts pre- and post-event.
- Access to the Parent Night Kit portal, which houses all of your digital materials.

**all you need:**

- A group of parents
- A location to meet
- A screen for presentation

To learn more, scan the code or visit screensanity.org/parent-night-kit

“As someone who raised five teenagers, I wish I had experienced Screen Sanity's presentation earlier. Their content provides a helpful roadmap for what kids are exposed to and how to navigate things like phones and social media. – Parent Night Attendee

**INTRODUCTORY OFFER**

$200